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Introduction
Being in Los Angeles, one can only imagine the traffic during rush hour times. At the Los Angeles
International Airport, one of the busiest airports in the world, the congestion is unimaginable.
Over the past ten years, there have been more than 25 million vehicles that enter the terminals
annually, increasing with each year. In only five years between 2012 to 2017, the total number
of vehicles entering have increased by 10 million (Leslie & Corral). These numbers account for
both personal and rideshare vehicles which enter for drop off or pick up. With that amount of
vehicles and the way that LAX is shaped (with a central terminal loop), it creates a challenge for
those simply trying to drop off or pick up. In 2015, rideshare companies were introduced in
hopes of easing the congestion. These rideshare companies, such as Uber and Lyft, have added
congestion to the terminals as the amount of vehicles built as people were travelling more and
the vehicles would remain where they were either for pickup or drop off.
In order to alleviate some of the congestion that rideshare companies contributed to, Los
Angeles International Airport created LAX-it in 2019, where the rideshare companies would
have a designated pick-up area. This process consists of passengers who arrived at the airport
needing a pick-up having to wait for the free bus shuttle that would take them to the pick-up
area, where Uber and Lyft would wait. While it was meant to reduce wait times for a rideshare
pick up, it created wait times for shuttles. This new process was quite confusing for both Uber
and Lyft drivers, while chaotic for the passengers who would have to wait for bus shuttles or be
in a crowded bus. Although the idea for the pick-up lot was decent, over time during peak
traveling times, the lot became congested once again.

Figure 1. Recovery Scenarios for Air Travel Demand (Bain & Co)
Due to COVID-19, air travel has decreased significantly. The congestion has somewhat been
alleviated at the terminals and LAX-it. In April of 2020, during the rise of COVID, there was an air
travel slump. Air travel is slowly rising again as the world attempts to recover from the
pandemic. However, normal travel rates are not predicted to be at prior levels until 2023 (see

Figure 1). In the meantime at LAX, new solutions are being drafted to help alleviate the
congestion at LAX as well as LAX-it. This report outlines a possible solution of mitigating the
traffic by creating more signage around the airport and redirecting passengers and rideshare
drivers to LAX-it.

Recommendation/Design

Figure 2: source

“Don’t underestimate the value of doing nothing!” -- A.A Milne
Part 1: Ensuring LAX is not overwhelmed in the next 3 years: Getting People back to Rideshare
LAX-it was born out of inundated terminals choked with private vehicle traffic. The design
sought to keep traffic flowing through the terminals by transporting those waiting on rideshare
companies, or Transportation Network Companies (TNCs), like Uber or Lyft to a satellite parking
lot for pickup. Initial confusion and frustration from passengers made it difficult to see the fruits
of this redesign from its introduction to the LAX traffic patterns. With the pandemic slicing
airport activity by 50% and the Automatic People Mover set to open in 2023, the next few years
present a perfect opportunity to refine the current system as opposed to overhauling it

completely for such a short period. Without the need to construct a new system, LAX-it can be
improved in a much shorter timeline which is especially important given the air travel demand
projections and Automatic People Mover completion date. Passengers and essential workers
alike will be experiencing higher levels of anxiety as crowds in the airport grow, and we feel that
it is best to make the current process more accessible and user-friendly.
Our recommendations for refining LAX-it mainly focus on increasing awareness of this particular
transportation system and making sure that passengers traveling through LAX feel comfortable
throughout the entire process. In order to do this, we have designed a series of signs that aim to
better alert passengers of where they need to go to minimize congestion levels both in the
airport and on the curbsides along terminals. Minimizing congestion not only makes the process
flow more smoothly and allows shuttles to pick up and drop off passengers seamlessly, but it
also keeps passengers’ anxiety levels down as many will be experiencing large crowds for the
first time since the beginning of the pandemic. We plan to begin introducing clearer signage at
baggage claims so that riders do not have to go out of their way to find out information about
where they can hail their ride. We also plan to introduce an automated PA system in the airport
and on the shuttles themselves. In the airport, the system will make it clear that rideshare can
be accessed by following signs for LAX-it and Ground Transportation so that passengers will be
alerted about where they need to go without having to ask someone. On the shuttle,
passengers will be routinely updated on their status and distance from the satellite lot and will
not have to worry about being in the wrong place. This PA system will also aid in the deboarding
process as passengers will already know where they need to walk after getting off the bus and
can disperse from the area quickly. Our next recommendation for increasing LAX-it usage is to
ensure that the shuttles are enforcing social distancing when possible and mask-wearing for the
foreseeable future so that passengers can feel confident in their decision to choose rideshare. If
LAX-it can be marketed as a user friendly, safe, and efficient way to leave the airport, more
riders will choose that option and the curbsides for personal vehicles will see less traffic than
before at the corresponding levels of air traffic.
Increasing Bus Usage
As mentioned earlier in the report, personal car usage has soared within the LAX area. While
current air travel levels enable a congestion-free experience at LAX, LAX will be unable to handle
the increase in congestion without shifting demand to other modes of travel. To bolster
mode-share on public transportation, bus service must be made a more convenient option to
tourists and essential workers alike.
Additionally, the shuttle system could be simplified and/or replaced with bus service that runs
directly to the LAX terminal area. For the many essential employees that work within LAX,
rerouting buses will save a transfer. More importantly, tourists and business travelers may be
inclined to take transit instead of using ride-sharing services or personal vehicles. With the
additional convenience of taking a bus directly from the airport to destinations within Los
Angeles, we can ensure that ride-sharing services and the LAX road network can handle any
surge in travel should the COVID air travel recovery happen faster than anticipated. With the
addition of new bus lanes in 2019, traversing the LAX “loop” will not be impeded by traffic

congestion. Additionally, with several low-cost improvements such as utilizing the Century Blvd
service road, or queue jump lanes at key intersections, we believe that buses will have a smooth
reroute. We estimate that bus lines will see a maximum of 15-minutes added to their runtimes.
This will have a low impact on traffic volumes; for example, the Century Blvd Service Road has
sufficiently low peak traffic volumes (<200veh/hr), and can support additional buses being
routed to Century Blvd

Figure 3: Century Blvd Service Road Highlighted in green, World Way bus lane highlighted in red.
In order to achieve increased bus ridership in a post-COVID world, buses must be marketed as
safe, affordable alternatives to other modes of transportation like private vehicles. While a
return to previous levels of air travel may indicate that it is safe enough to take public transit, it
is important to ensure that health and safety protocols are still being carried out so that riders
can be confident in their decision to use rideshare. Mask mandates, frequent cleaning, and clear
signage indicating expectations for bus riders are just a few of the protocols that will help riders
feel safe while riding the bus. Another way to encourage more people to ride the bus would be
to offer contactless payment and lower fares on trips to popular destinations that offer
connections to other areas in the city. Most of those that fly into LAX opt for private vehicles to
transport them to their final destination, a figure that increased from 54% in 2019 to 63% in
2020 as per LAWA’s Ground Transportation Report. This indicates that even as air travel
increases, most riders will choose private vehicles over rideshare as the current options stand.
In order to make buses a more attractive option for riders, they must be as accessible and
convenient as private vehicles. We believe that a bus line that runs directly from LAX terminals
to destinations within Los Angeles, along with continued attention to the health and safety of
riders and an emphasis on affordability will work to combat this inclination and increase bus
ridership.
With these new improvements in place, destinations such as Santa Monica or Culver City will be
more accessible by public transportation. We believe that this will have the effect of increasing

transit demand and by extension, reducing the modeshare from private vehicles. This could
even be a long term permanent solution; the LAX people mover will not serve the existing
96th/Airport bus terminal, so rerouting buses to LAX for the long term will likely be better.

Part 2: Improving the User Experience
In Airport
Signage/Maps
To ensure that ride-share and transit users have a seamless experience when arriving at LAX, we
decided to improve the wayfinding in and around the terminal area to simplify the process for a
new arrival in Los Angeles. Our signage system is primarily pictorial in nature (GNU Group), and
uses a pleasing font to guide users to LAX.
Key Recommendations:
- Unifying color theme.
- Large font and arrows
- Distinct from rest of airport signage (white background)
- Highlights rideshare options

Figure 3: Metal Sign Set-- Directional Sign and Baggage Claim “awareness” sign, Large
(approximately 2’x4’-- Visible from far away, guiding people to LAX-it)

Figure 4: Wayfinding Sticker on Payment. Arrows point in the right direction at key junctions.
Our signage/graphics package will utilize stickers [$50-100 per sticker, $2 per sq ft] and signage
[$100 per sign ]. We estimate around 2 miles of wayfinding striping will be implemented,
starting from baggage claim areas towards the sidewalk.

Figure 5: Approximate location of signage placement. Green line represents green line to be
placed on sidewalk(sticker)

With regards to signage, in the baggage claim area there will be large white LAX-it signs, either
in sticker form attached to existing signs overhead or in sign form mounted to boards or mobile
stands. This will remind users about following the “green line” to LAX-it and also draw people
towards rideshare with attractive signage.
Maps will also be featured, perhaps attached on temporary signs.

Figure 6: Conceptual LAX user map
The map above demonstrates a conceptual map for navigation through LAX. These maps will be
posted throughout the airport. These maps will aim to improve navigation at the airport, and
draw people to transit options, as shown in the text on the map.
At LAX-it
We are not recommending many changes to LAX-it itself. Below is an overhead view of the
LAX-it area. As one can see, there is a new wayfinding line and a “gateway” sign at the entrance
to LAX-it.

Figure 7: Plan view

Trip Distribution and Generation
Below describes a trip generation methodology and model for LAX-it. We have limited the scope
of the study to taxi, rideshare vehicles, and LAX-it shuttle entries into LAX-it. Because LAX-it is
only used as a pick-up zone for the LAX airport, our team concluded that a trip distribution
model is irrelevant to our LAX-it studies, as it would consider both departure and arrival traffic.
LAX-it Trip Demand Methodology
The LAX-it trip generation is directly related to flight arrivals to LAX. We consulted arrival
statistics from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) to help us approximate the
distribution of passengers arriving at LAX throughout the day. Because the COVID-19 pandemic
is the context of our study, we pulled LAX arrival data from July-November 2020 to see what
times LAX arrivals occur during this period of altered travel demand. Of the airlines on the BTS
database, 11 airlines had recorded arrivals to LAX during this period. We compiled the arrival
data for further analysis, by time and day of week.
Next, we estimated the share of arriving passengers who hail rideshare services and taxis to
leave LAX, as these are the passengers who will be coming to LAX-it. LAWA’s Official Ground
Transportation Statistics displays the market share for rideshare and taxis in terms of ground
transportation trips. We looked at the pandemic market share, from July-December 2020,
where we saw a steady increase in the market share for taxi and rideshare services. Based on
this information, we approximated that 21.6% of arriving passengers to LAX hailed a rideshare
service or taxi to leave LAX in January 2021.
Because LAX’s automated people mover will not be operational until 2023, we calculated the
estimated number of rideshare and taxi trips per day for 2022 and 2023 as well, to fully describe
the remaining use of LAX-it. We used Bain & Company’s Baseline Recovery Scenario for Air
Travel Demand to increase the number of trips, and also assumed an increase in the market
share for rideshare and taxi services as comfort in using these services increases. We anticipate
that most of the market share that taxi and rideshare lost to private vehicles will be restored by
2023.
We assumed an average of 1.2 persons per rideshare/taxi trip, since many travelers are likely
essential work travelers who would be hailing taxis and rideshare services on their own.
According to CNN, in May 2020, the average number of passengers on a flight was 39. However,
according to Bain & Company’s model, by January 2021, air travel demand had doubled from
May 2020 levels. Since airlines are also adding in additional flights, we will estimate the number
of passengers per flight to be around 70, slightly less than double the May 2020 average. The
average number of commercial arrivals to LAX per day from July-December 2020 was 245. Since
air travel is becoming more frequent, we will assume that there were about 270 commercial
arrivals per day as of January 2021. We could not find data describing how many passengers

arriving at LAX do not leave the premises because they are catching a connecting flight, so we
are assuming all passengers are leaving the airport in this study. Additional study would be
needed to investigate the impact of connecting flights on our trip generation models. Our
calculations resulted in an estimated 3,402 LAX-it pick-ups per day in January 2021. See
Appendix A for detailed calculations and growth factors for 2022 and 2023.
Lastly, we included LAX-it shuttles in our LAX-it trip generation model. According to LAX-it’s
website, shuttles pick passengers up at the terminals every 3-5 minutes. We adjusted the
frequency of shuttle service in our model, depending on the amount of arrivals during the time
period. As rideshare and taxi trip demand increases over 2021-2023, we anticipate an increase
in shuttle usage.

Trip Generation Model
ITE Trip Generation Manual 9th edition includes trips on weekdays (M-F), Saturday, and Sunday.
However, the typical workweek travel demand isn’t the same for air travel, especially during the
pandemic, when much of business travel has been moved online. Therefore, exercise caution
when considering the weekday and weekend levels, since it may not be as meaningful when
referring to air travel. Peak hours are not the same as normal morning and evening peak hours
we see with rush hour. For weekdays, the peak hours were 11am-12pm and 4pm-5pm. For both
Saturday and Sunday, the peak hour was 12-1pm. Unlike the ITE Trip Generation 9th Edition
Data Form, we are only including the enter column, as the exit column for each hour wouldn’t
be much different, since each rideshare vehicle and bus that enters LAX-it remains there for
much less than an hour. Of course, there is a source of error if a vehicle arrives at the bottom of
the hour and leaves at the top of the next hour, but LAX-it exit information is not accessible.

Trip Generation
January 2021
Summary of LAX-it
Volumes

(All = All Vehicles Counted, Including
Buses; Buses = LAX-it Shuttles)
Average Weekday
(M-F)

Saturday

Sunday

Enter

Enter

Enter

All
24-Hour Volume

Buses
3377

330

A.M. Peak Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

303

20

P.M. Peak Hour
(3:45pm-4:45pm)

238

16

All

Weekend Peak
Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

Buses

All

Buses

3339

330

3588

330

279

16

336

20

January 2022
Summary of LAX-it
Volumes

(All = All Vehicles Counted, Including
Buses; Buses = LAX-it Shuttles)
Average Weekday
(M-F)

Saturday

Sunday

Enter

Enter

Enter

All
24-Hour Volume

Buses
6659

400

A.M. Peak Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

597

28

P.M. Peak Hour
(3:45pm-4:45pm)

469

24

Weekend Peak
Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

All

Buses

All

Buses

6585

400

7076

400

551

28

663

28

January 2023
Summary of LAX-it
Volumes

(All = All Vehicles Counted, Including
Buses; Buses = LAX-it Shuttles)
Average Weekday
(M-F)

Saturday

Sunday

Enter

Enter

Enter

All
24-Hour Volume

Buses
9920

480

A.M. Peak Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

890

36

P.M. Peak Hour
(3:45pm-4:45pm)

699

28

Weekend Peak
Hour
(11:30am-12:30pm)

All

Buses

All

Buses

9808

480

10540

480

820

36

987

40

Figure 8: Trip Generation
Hourly LAX-it Entry - Average Weekday (M-F) - January 2021

Hourly LAX-it Entry - Average Weekday (M-F) - January 2022

Hourly LAX-it Entry - Average Weekday (M-F) - January 2023

Figure 9: LAX-it traffic volumes
Trip Distribution
It is not possible nor helpful to have a trip distribution for our purposes, since we are only
concerned about pickups, not drop offs, so there is no need to include other locations in the
study. Also, it would be difficult to accurately determine where people are going to after arriving
at LAX. we don’t have data to see where people are going from LAX-it.

Level of Service Analysis
For this design, the Level of Service (LOS) will not be analyzed. As of 2013, the State of California
had stopped using the LOS as a metric for measuring traffic flow and analyzing impact of roads
due to developments or changes (StreetsBlog LA). Before when the LOS was necessary, the LOS
being reduced in a project would have been considered bad. However, it is now not the case.
Because the LOS is no longer necessary and the design is not proposing road design changes,
the level of service is not used.

Cost Estimates
According to Costs of Traffic Signs, metal signs cost 25-35 USD per square foot. The signs will be
4 feet by 2 feet, and 8 square feet in surface area. The estimated cost to make the signs will be
ranging from $200 - $280 each. There will be 4 metal signs placed, with costs ranging from $800
- $1120 for total cost for metal signage.
The cost for a 4 by 2 feet sticker signs will cost an estimated $200 each, based on pricing data
from Sticker Genius. Four of these will be required and will total $1000.
To reroute bus routes, it will be required to hire several traffic control officers - a minimum of 4.
Hourly rates of officers would be $17.50 per hour per officer. It will take an estimated 1 day,
taking 6 hours max not during rush hour times. Total amount needed to spend on traffic control
officers will be $420. Data is collected from Indeed’s Traffic Controller Salary in California.
To repaint the roads to reroute buses costs from $0.02 - $2.35 per linear foot based on the
Federal Highway Administration’s estimates. For a more expensive estimate, 200 feet of street
should be repainted, an estimate of $2.35 x 200 = $470 to repaint the streets.
To hire people to paint routes for the buses, paying people would be $15 per hour. 2 workers for
3 hours of work would cost $90.
Total Cost: 90 + 470 + 420 + 1000 + 1120 = $3100

Environmental Impact Analysis
Because our proposal does not involve a new design, we did not find an environmental impact
analysis necessary.
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Technical Appendices
Appendix A - Trip Generation Calculations
Distribution of Flights During COVID-19 by Day of Week
Day

Percentage of Total Flights Jul-Nov 2020

Sunday

15.07%

Monday

15.20%

Tuesday

12.77%

Wednesday 13.28%
Thursday

14.66%

Friday

15.01%

Saturday

14.02%

Passengers resulting from Arrivals to LAX per day (January 2021 estimate)
270 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠/𝑑𝑎𝑦 * 70 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 18, 900 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
Vehicle trips resulting from Arrivals to LAX per day (January 2021 estimate)
18, 900 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 ÷ 1. 2 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝐴𝑋 = 15, 750 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
Rideshare and Taxi (LAX-it) Pick-ups per day (January 2021 estimate)
15, 750 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠 * . 216 = 3, 402 𝐿𝐴𝑋 − 𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
Estimated Ratios of LAX Arrival Trips that are Rideshare and Taxi
January 2021

January 2022

January 2023

21.6%

25%

28%

Estimated Air Travel Demand Growth Factors (As Compared to Previous Year)
January 2022

January 2023

1.7

1.33

